
Sticks and Tissue No 25 - December 2008
I’d like to thank the following contributors, without whom this newsletter would not be 
possible: Alan Jupp for several of the plans, David Kinsella, Tony Tomlin, Jennings Holt, Ted 
Horne, Mike Cummings, Raynes Park MAC plans cabinet, Tony Penhall, Peter Renggli, Phil 
Smith, David Mills, Jim Moseley, Geoff Goldsmith, Dave Ashenden, and Karl Gies.

If you can contribute any articles, wish to make your point of view known etc please send to or 
phone 01202 625825       james.i-parry@tiscali.co.uk 

The content does not follow any logical order or set out, it’s “as I put it in and receive”.

Thanks to Mark Venter back issues are available for download from (This is the new address)
http://www.cmac.net.nz

Writings and opinions expressed are the opinion of the writer but not necessarily the 
compiler/publisher of Sticks and Tissue.

The Raynes Park MAC Christmas card.  Painted by Mike Cummings
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Vagaries

Several contributors this month did not receive an email from me 
thanking them for their input and for that I apologise, it’s been a busy 
month personally although all was going well until I tried again to 
install XP service pack 3.  My previous attempt was painful so with 
most things backed up tried again.  Several days later I managed to get 
the machine working again, system restore failed, but lost a few items 
including current emails.  Anyway all sorted and I’ll stick to SP2 until I get a new hard drive 
with bigger capacity.  JP

Some vintage model!  Hubert Entrop and 
95oz Orwick 64 model.  USA from 
November 1949 Aeromodeller.

(Looks like a model for Richard Bavin to 
reproduce)

David Kinsella’s Column

Mike's The Man
Often seen with examples of his work is Mike Crisp. In the business for several years now, 
Mike will repair, fully restore, and even build from scratch. Occasionally a complete tethered 
car will be in the workshop.
Give him a call on 01473 737393. His shaving for 'drop in' is perfect. 

And Racing On
In glow plug form the ED 2.46 posted a world record of 102.6mph in 
Belgium in 1952, helmed by Pete Wright of Potters Bar, and set a SMAE 
record of 104mph. Once another cheap motor, the early examples - which 
are by far the best - are these days expensive. The Racer also set records in 
France and Austria. Buy them now! Lots of tuning potential here. 

Standing Tall
Close to The Pilot pub in Hanworth stands a giant propeller all of 20ft in dull 
metal. It is dedicated to William Peers and others who worked in the 
aeroplane industry around Hanworth, a hive of activity long before the airliners arrived west of 
the capital.
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Little Earner, Nige?
Water bowls for dogs at a smart London hotel carry the legend 'Gresley, England'. Did the LNS 
get up to this?

Veotsaks Racing
These Ohlsson 60 oldsters crackled round in style at Old Warden, the special event kicking off 
at 3pm on 21 June with Messrs Betney, Gedge, Roberts, Tabor, Waterland and Woods putting 
on races to remember. Thirst was a big problem, the regulation tank giving little more than five 
laps on the day. Lots of pit action as a result, but a rule change re fuel carried would - or should 
- see all racers in the air at once with more fun for all concerned.

Tough Brough
Good for 130mph eighty years ago with a bellowing noise to 
match, here we have George Brough's record attempt SS100, 
often the star at club gatherings. Delightful smells too, running 
on strange brews and Castrol R (like the Pups and Camels just 
ten years earlier).

Sussex Giant
Being overtaken by such a machine early in the morning or late 
at night may make you sign the pledge and give up drink, but this 
27 litre giant is real enough (see S&T No 11) with firey tests at 
Dunsfold and blasts on the open road astonishing all who see it. 
It's how lads with the money did it after the Great War, aero 
engines being plentiful and cheap, and the result was a loaping 
stride to 150 mph and beyond. Firefly, Rapide and Shackleton 
parts are used here. (There was a chap in Epsom (found out from 
DK he is John Dodd and was something to do with Rolls Royce automatic gearboxes) around 
the period 1972-1975 and he too had a Merlin powered super car.  First time I saw it I was 
driving from Banstead back to Wallington, he was driving slowly so I decided to overtake in my 
Singer Vogue 1725cc Arrow series.  Of course he gently touched his accelerator and was a dot 
in the distance, I recall the noise it made.  A day or two later going to work I was in another 
chaps car, Mini Cooper he used to rally, and he explained that the car in front was no normal 
vehicle etc etc.  Used to see it a lot and the sound was fantastic. More useless information from 
me JP).

Early Tiger
If there's a need for a Mk II Oliver and the credit crunch precludes an original from the works, 
try a Rustler Tiger Two from Ian Russell (0208 932 6783), well known SAM and MECA 
enthusiast.  Ian has produced a number of excellent replicas and he may well be the man you are 
looking for. 

Olympic Icon?
Descending from above to hover over the arena a massive Stiff Upper Lip complete with 
Kitchener Moustache and W G Grace Beard. Rule Britannia with choral and cannon parts from 
time to time. Perfect for London in 2012. 

Brew For You 
If you mix your own, good for a run-in diesel would be one third each of ether, paraffin and 
castor oil plus a dash of ignition improver. Shake well, of course, and keep the cap on.
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A Great Railway
The first with an aeroplane service and with Brunel a 
founding father, the Great Western Railway ran 
named trains — Cornish Riviera and the 100mph 
Cheltenham Flyer - known beyond these shores and 
was famous for a powerful advertising campaign, 
which showcased the artwork of J C Mayo. The GWR 
opened up the West Country, even shaping it on 
posters to look like Italy, advocated slip coaching (the 
main train charged on while coaches from the back 
glided to a halt at intermediate stops) and sold books 
and puzzles by Chad Valley of Birmingham.

To India!
Like the huge railway companies created by the Grouping 
in 1923 (LNER etc) Imperial Airways was an amalgam of 
firms (Daimler Airway etc), which appeared in March 
1924. In five years a service to India was opened, via 
airliners, trains and flying-boats taking seven days to reach 
the Jewel in the Crown. Here Roger Middlebrook gives us 
an open cockpit Argosy G-AACH on a pre-service flight. 
Pilot Gordon Olley used tri-motor Argosy G-EBLF to open 
the Silver Wing de luxe service to Paris in 1927. But faster 
than the Bulldog fighter and epitome of the golden age of 
air travel, Sir Arthur Gouge's C-Class Empire flying boat best represents all that Croydon strove 
for seventy years ago. Roger's Argosy picture won the Alex Henshaw Trophy in 2008.

Dick Showed Us
S&T's always great spread of colour featured good stuff from Richard Bavin recently. Good to 
see that complete Eta 5cc, the stacks often the first to get lost. Sight of the OS K6 and green 
stand reminded me that it was launched a dozen years ago at least and quite beautiful too. My 
boxed Eta was sent to a Royal Navy chap, perhaps for use when he retired.

To Roll On
Thanks to Alan Jupp I now have a 2.5 inch Keil Kraft wheel - just one to go. Now jolly old the 
KK rubber endures with not a sign of decay, and on the right model they really are the thing. 
Like all serious chaps in our hobby I'm into quality wheels: Keil Kraft when they turn up, Stuart 
Robinson's VTR stuff and spinners (01535 002231), big WWI Palmer types from Proctor 
Enterprises (Canby 97013 USA). That super kite proof of hard labour deserves wheels fit for 
heroes.

Perfect for Toad
Merlin maker Packard was famous for tall geared 
roadsters like this and for providing Garfield Wood with 
record breaking engines for his speed boats, four for his 
Miss America X - that's 48 big cylinders reporting for 
duty on open exhausts! Big Yanks for the open road 
impress, as I found in the grey Gary Cooper Duesenberg 
two seater. Very special, Gable had the other one in red 
and black. Supercharged too.
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Good Old Steam
We know about the V2 rocket which kick started the Saturn 5 Moon shot, but what about the VI 
legacy? Well, the V1 launch system inspired Brown Bros of 
Edinburgh to build a slotted-cylinder catapult for carriers, this 
drawing steam from the ship's boilers. Trials on HNS Perseus in 
1950 caused the US Navy to order the system. Pictured is Walt 
Disney with von Braun making movies for NASA in the 1950s, the 
latter heading NASA in its quest for true space flight.

After the Raid
Helming a Halifax on the home run John Crampton liked to dive on 
a Lanc ahead, feather a prop and overtake on three - close enough for 
the Avro's crew to see the toothy grins and V-signs. Another bomber 
pilot told me of his Lancaster's approach on a RN carrier, wheels and flaps lowered! Nothing for 
some minutes..... Suddenly the carrier erupted with flashing lights, rockets and furious waving 
from the flight deck. Unfortunately for my pilot friend the Lancaster's identity was relayed to 
Bomber Command. 

Cheers From_Les
Vintage and Scale enthusiast Les Duffy sends regards to all good fellows engaged in our great 
hobby. Living by the sea these days and close to a suitable lake, model boating is now part of 
the scene - and very satisfying it is too. I have a reasonable number of boats and heartily agree. 
As we know full well, Vic Smeed has a number of model launches and yachts to his credit.

Ready Eddie
Still at 195 Hackney Road in 1946 Keil Kraft Kits, as they were known when first set up, 
launched an impressive handbook packed with all an enthusiast would need to become a good 
modeller - possibly for life. Driving his business forward in spite of post war restrictions, Eddie 
Keil delivered an inspiring message and hoped that the Handbook would be shared with fellows 
because of the paper shortage. I loved his kits, Veron and Skyleada too, and well remember the 
Hunter, Fokker DVIII'and Spitfire. Happy days.

Fleet Street Stuff
With input from Messrs Kent, Miller and 
Wiggs, Peter Michell's absorbing account of 
the Daily Express glider (SAM 35 10/08) 
rang bells. Restored to perfection by 
Goldman Sachs — shining black exterior, 
sumptuous gilding within - the famous 
Express building in Fleet Street was where 
The Beaver ran his broadsheet (and where it 
was printed) and entertained Churchill, Lord 
Birkenhead, the War Cabinet and many 
more. Boosting aircraft production (related to me by Sir Ian Morrow) Beaverbrook saw to it that 
son Max Aitken's squadron was quick to receive Hurricanes, Max a keen pilot after Westminster 
and Cambridge. With top button undone Max moved on to feared Beaufighters, clouting 109s 
and bombers, and left the service a Group Captain DSO DFC MC. A keen sailor, Max's yacht 
Drumbeat has been restored, big with centreplate and varnished.  Close to aviation and action 
the Express building sometimes displayed winning boats, cars and aeroplanes. Next door, of 
course, was the Telegraph with Reuters opposite. A soccer blue and scratch golfer, Max enjoyed 
Demons and Gauntlets with 601 — the famed Millionaires founded by Lord Edward Grosvenor 
— before war clouds gathered. I last saw Sir Max in the early 1980s. The family estate is near 
Leatherhead.
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And Finally
More next month. along with a peep at a Bismarck kit and a note on the amazing life of King 
Zog (red Mercedes from Hitler, travelled with 100 items of luggage and gold bars in boxes, 
fought off 52 attempts on his life with a golden gun and lived in Henley-on-Thames).

This plan was loaned to me by John Taylor.  It’s his model illustrated below.  An early Phil 
Smith design “Condor Clipper”

THE TIGER STILL ACTIVE by Michael Cummings

After 20+ years I re-visited motor master craftsman, John Oliver at his Ferndown home in 
August whilst I was collecting my R/C carb. for my Oliver Major Junior 60. I was fortunate to 
be shown the workshop and equipment that produced the outstanding Oliver Tiger family of 
diesel engines from the late 40s until John's retirement. Much of the history has been more than 
adequately covered by John Goodall's excellent book, "The Olivers and a Tiger". To actually see 
the development prototypes and superbly engineered 100mph tethered racing cars is quite 
something! It must be remembered that the highly successful aero engines were produced from 
experience gained with cars. Marine versions were also made, John used a twin Oliver in an H 
MM Wavemaster Launch at Poole Park Lake back in the 50s.
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The photographs show 
John in the workshop as 
it is today with the JBA 
kit car that he 
constructed himself. 
Although now in his 
80s, and following a 
recent eye operation, 

John hopes to get back to the vintage R/C scene with his KK Falcon in 2009. We wish him well.

(left)...... John pictured in Model Maker magazine at the 1951 
Liverpool Model Car Meeting with a Mark 2 Tiger bored out
to 3.25cc.

News from Bluebottle Squadron

Hi from the Bluebottle Boys.
Thanks for the interest in our new kit The Hawker Typhoon.  I have attached some pictures you 
might like to include in the newsletter. The web site is not up and running yet but the kit is 
available through Sams models, Flitehook and Free 
flight supplies in the U.K and Shorties Basement in 
the U.S.
Bluebottle Squadron Products Ltd is pleased to 
announce the release of their latest new high quality 
kit, now bringing their range to 5. The new kit is for a 
32" wingspan Hawker Typhoon to 1/16" scale - 
designed for rubber or electric free flight or 
conversion to RC electric park flyer:
Hawker Typhoon
Designed by Mike Midkiff exclusively for Bluebottle 

squadron Products Ltd, proof built by Russ 
Lister with final proving by Matt Adamson
32" wingspan for flying outdoors
Rubber (all hardware included) or electric 
power (details and modifications supplied) for 

free flight and optional conversion to RC park 
flyer High quality 2 page huge CAD plan 
Full size camouflage patterns
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Enlarged tailplane drawing for extended duration for rubber power (initial prototype flies for 
over a minute)
Detailed building and flying, bound manual (over 20 pages)
Laser cut parts - 8 large sheets 
Ample stripwood, sheet, wire and tube
Vacuum formed canopies (cardoor and bubble options), spinner, exhaust stubs and pilot
Waterslide decals - 2 sheets
5 colours of tissue to replicate camouflage. All necessary hardware, including propellor, and 
display wheels parts, preformed propshaft and 20' of rubber strip. RRP £59.95 inc VAT
The Bluebottle team.      P.S. If you need any more information we would be pleased to hear. 
bluebottlesquadronproducts@yahoo.co.uk

Neptune from Tony Penhall

I saw with interest the account of J.F.P. Forster’s mermaid compiled by old friend Phil Smith. 
Well I think it appropriate to echo the interest, which Phil has undoubtedly created with a 
‘follow-up’.
Neptune had been created for R/C work prior to my research which Phil gave assistance.  Roy 
Tassel developed and R/C version but I felt the original constructional features were to some 
extent lacking.  The detachable boom was one such feature.  So I set to and re created the plans, 
which appear in y collection, and with my article in R C Model World in the early 90’s a 
number of the Doctor’s favourite have been built and flown.  Some years ago I sold my model 
to Les Duffy, which I believe has flown on a number of occasions from a seaside location in 
Somerset.
Here are some photographs, hope it generates some interest and enquiry!
Historically ‘Neptune’ was developed in 1941, Dr Forster did not 'gel’ with ‘Aeromodeller’ 
when approached for an article, and subsequently reduced scale details were featured in one of 
the model magazines in The USA.
The Doctor powered his flying boat with a Brown Junior for free flight, which proved a great 
success.  Later after many rise off water adventures in the calm waters of Porlock Bay near his 
home, ‘Neptune’ was then the subject of radio conversion and flew with Ohlsson .60.
I understand ‘Neptune’ survives the ravages of time and was passed to SAME historian Alwyn 
Greenhalgh some years ago for restoration.
Where is the ‘old boat’ now I wonder!?
3 sheet plans available @ £14.00 inc P&P.         01480472658
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<<<Get an eyeful of that! 
Wow!

Building fever >>>

                                    
                            

My Neptune at Model Engineer 
Exhibition 1991 50 years on!
<<<<<<<

        
                           Neptune rises! Porlock Somerset 1940’s

                           Below are some Neptune photos from Phil Smith
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Hello James from Peter Renggli in Switzerland  (Two emails combined)

Here are two pics of the Flamingo. Allan Knox (CMAC) has mailed this Plan. Rud. Schenker, 
an 81 Year old Modeller asked for a Copy. I gave him a copy as a gift. And decided, to build 
another Design, because I believe, that in the future several Flamingos will be built and flown! 
8 weeks later, he give me a phone and reported from the successful Maiden flight.
Incredible this Man, it's his 248 th Model. He went every morning at 7 30 in his workroom !
He reports, that this Flamingo is one of the pleasantest Oldie he ever flown.

Important: The 
Fuselage from 
the trailing Edge 
backward is 
enlarged 10 
centimeters for 
better 
longitudinal 
stability.
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For the Kratmo 10ccm Sparky the first Idea was to build the Jasco Flamingo by Roger Hammer 
from 1937  (Model Builder Magazine ).  The plan is from Allan Knox (Ex. CMAC NZ) He 
mailed it very friendly to me.  Packed in a Word Dok. as a graphic. After a big Plotter in the 
Copy Shop this Drawing  1 to 1  is now gigantically   
The line widths get natural also enlarged there. But no Problem for *Professionals*.  
Our 80-year old Rudolf Schenker really wanted absolute to have the plan.  After 8 weeks he 
informs me,  that the model flies fantastically. It is his 248 flight model !!!!  
I am always a little busy with my Kratmo 10ccm Sparky. The electronic Spark Ignition Circuit 
works well on the Labor Test Board.  
I went soon to a specialist for silver brazing the Zylinder transfer Port and the intake manifold.  
The aluminium cast crankcase is ready like also the Conrod. Finned Head with the Spark Plug 
thread.  
The crankshaft comes onto the lathe now. But it lasts for everything much longer when planned. 
I am no longer as fast as early but build very precisely and cleanly. The joy in the ready engine 
will get very much. If I have beautiful parts, I will send you pictures.  
I have a 1.5 cc diesel hurricane in revision and sought a simple to build model to this.  Result:  
"The Knilch", (Gnome or so) Germany 1956 by Karl Heinz Denzin (A sort of German David 
Boddington) My son (42) also would like to build one. He wants to take part in our Antique 
meeting next year! Therefore I make the parts even double, this is faster possible.  
The Original Knilch has had a span of about 800 mm and was designed for an 0,5 ccm Diesel.  
I enlarged it 1.4 to a span of 1250mm. Some non valid drawings enclosed.  
For the Kratmo I planned now the Cumulus of Ben Shereshaw 1937 instead the Flamingo ( I`m 
very generously against Rudolf Schenkers efforts.) The Plan is from Allan (CMAC) too.  
Has finished almost ready the plans after hours and Days with my CAD Drawing maschine.  
However, a gigantic bird, imagine how this one flies.  
Our 2008 Antique Meeting was a big event too (you have a CD) despite bad weather afternoon.  
It started at 2 o'clock at noon to rain. We couldn't fly any more.  
In the Clubroom and in the marquee was great oldtimer -feeling, the "restaurant" full House. 
Many sympathisants and friends were present.  
All the best. With my best wishes        Peter
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A young Neil Tidey 
of Worthing Bald Eagles, just came second in combat, 1965 Nats >>

From David Mills TTOMA, SAM 47    

   You asked about the availability of the Korda plan.  No shortage of 
them.  The John Pond collection is now in the hands of the AMA and 
all plans are for sale.  I met the staff last summer and they're all 
experienced modellers and everything is done in house at the AMA 
HQ.  There's probably an online catalogue of some sort.  The AMA 
website is "modelaircraft.org".
     The Dethermalizer plan and many others are also being sold by 
the NFFS Plans Service.  The plans inventory can be seen at the NFFS website "freeflight.org".  
Click "shop", then "plans"  Contact my clubmate Whit Russell at the address given.                 
     Jim O'Reilly also sells the plan and many others.  Readers outsiders the USA may not be 
aware of  
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"jimoreillymodelplans.com".  The web site is a treasure and offers a wide range of plans of 
contest-proven free flight designs.  Jim is a retired aerodynamic engineer and CAD expert, 
plus the current president of SAM in the USA.  All his plans are done in CAD and backed by 
prototype fit and great sources for construction plans.  Straight and true.  His website is a visual 
treat and well worth a visit.  Note that Bob Holman has an affiliated kit company and offers 
short kits of the laser-cut parts based on the plans.  I've built several and not been disappointed.  
They certainly save time and the wood selection isn't dreadful. 
     Something may be made of "soulless" CAD plans.  My counter is, for every Phil 
Bernhardt of Model Builder  or Bob Jones of Oldtimer Model Supply, you've dozens of 
indifferent draftsman working to inconsistent standards back in the dark days of yore.  You'd 
need archeological digs to find the first vellums. All too often, what we have left are multiple 
iterations of the same suffering from who knows what manufacturing maladies spanning 
generations.  Me, I like CAD; the parts fit! 

A few words from Jim Moseley in Canada

Long ago, in the ex-RAF small-pack taken to the flying field 
would be a repair kit, a bottle of Mercury 8 or other fuel, a bag of 
sandwiches prepared by Mum
Ah, memories of cycling to Fairlop around/from 1950 with a box 
strapped on my back and the pack of butties and Tizer in the saddlebag.  Sometimes winning the 
dubious honour of towing the large club trailer; Chingford Mount was a struggle ...    
A fond memory is the club setting up in the shelter of one of the old dispersal bays and of 
putting my lunchbag atop the low retaining wall that was backed up high with sand, etc..   The 
ants got to it before I did ... seething sandwiches.    Everyone chipped in with one of their butties 
- I finished up with more than Mum had given me and enjoyed a wide variety of fillings .. .was a 
good day ....  :-)
A lot of good days back then...

From Geoff Goldsmith  

Hi James I thought you might like to have these 
for S&T, you may recall there was a reunion for 
all the "old rc" fliers at Goosedale in 92.
The picture is of the Bromley Club members 
from 50`s and 60`.
left to right Frank Van Den Burgh, Dennis 
Bryant, Arthur Lalley, Dave Walker and me.
Frank best UK flier, Dennis best UK scale man, 
Arthur first man to fly twin in I think 67-9 at 

Old Warden.
Dennis, me and Dave are the only survivors.

<<<<<<Another picture this time of Doug Spreng, 
me and Harry Brooks flying my Astro Hog on 
459mHz.
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Re MERCURY AERONCA SEDAN MODELS – From Dave Ashenden

Attached photo taken at MW 24/08/2008.
Tom Airey's model is at the rear, built in recent years, I believe, from an original Mercury Kit. 
In the centre is the well known twice size version built by Phil Smith (featured in the MARCH 
2008 edition of RCMW magazine), now owned by Tom Airey who flies it wonderfully and with 
great authority.
The Model in the foreground belongs to yours truly. I 
came by it in 1986 as a tatty part built model from an 
original Mercury Kit, it had been in someone's loft for 
many years!  It still has the original silk/nylon 
covering on the wings. I first flew it back in 1988. 
Over the past 20 years it has flown over 33 hours and 
amassed a total of 143 flights. Fitted with an OS40FS, 
it flies beautifully and is a much loved model. It is of 
course, a true classic British designed model. It's 
certainly in its true element when flown at MW.
 

From Karl in USA   (First email)

While in the U. S. Marine Corps stationed in Okinawa I was in the camp library reading a model 
airplane magazine that was selling the plan for Keith Laumer's "Twin Lizzie" and had the 
magazine send the plan to my mother's 
home in Lewistown, Montana. About a year 
later after getting discharged and returning 
home the plan awaited me. I had forgot even 
ordering it. Excitement mounted and I built 
the model (1960) and powered with some 
sort of small glow engine, probably a Cox. It 
was fun model to fly. Back a couple of years 
ago I sent the plan to BMJR suggesting they 
kit it. Again I forgot and some months later 
a kit arrived on my doorstep with the newly 
kitted "Twin Lizzie" by BMJR as a gift from them. The owner had always wanted to build this 
model. I had lost all the templates I made building the first one so it was a welcome gift. I de-
cided to power it with a small diesel that I had bought on e-Bay, which was a scaled down ver-
sion of some engine, perhaps an Elfin? I can't remember what this engine is and did not keep 
any records. Can you help me in identifying this engine? It will make its maiden flight next 
summer and hopefully the engine will run as I have not tested it yet. Thanks & cheers, Karl   
What prompted me on this was an outline of the "Twin Lizzie" in Sticks & Tissue, no. 24.
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(Second email)

I took the engine out of the model (should have done this in the first place) and it is indeed the 
original Elfin .050 - it says Elfin 50 on the left side of the engine looking from the front and on 
the right hand side says Made In England. On mine 
though the needle valve is on the right side look from the 
front of the engine mounted just the opposite of the one in 
the picture you sent. This engine appears to have never 
been run. What size of prop do you recommend for use 
with this engine?  I hope it will not be too much power 
for this little 36: ws model. The model less engine just 
weighs a little over three ounces. The wing is covered 
with 1/4 mil mylar with Japanese tissue over it. I hope it 
is an easy starting engine. I had one small diesel and now 
cannot remember which one that was the very devil to get 
started initially. It started right up after break in.

Me JP
I had an opportunity to call off at Epsom Downs on Sunday 14 December with my Tomboy, 

meeting up with Tony and of the four or so flying RC 
there was one brave sole, Clive Carpenter, with a FF 
model.  It is a 
Spencer Willis 
Diamond Lil 
powered by a 
Mills 1.3 Mk 1 
series1. It flew 
very well, wish 
I’d taken along 
a FF. 
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I slipped up with this one, got digitised to include and then when I read latest SAM Speaks 
someone else had done the same!
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Letter from America, by Jennings Holt

Here are some pictures of my scratchbuilt Midwest Lil' Es-
quire...it uses a PAW 1cc(06ci) diesel that Eric Clutton im-
ports...I've sent these pictures to another UK model site that 
Reg Heath has...and have had emails from several other people 
from around the world that had single channel models...I built 
this one from a page plan that was in Model Builder magazine 
in the late '70s...and made my model from it in '80...I would 
make some changes if I ever build another...mostly to save 
weight in the fuselage behind the wing...the C/G was a little aft 
of what it needed to be to fly and I had to turn a brass spinner 
on a lathe...the model flew fine after the first flight showed me 
the changes that needed to be made...it spent the night in a field 

till we went to look for 
it with a real plane the next morning...the only damage 
was a broken prop and actuator jarred off the mounting 
block...and a small dent in the covering from a stick or 
tree limb...I had found it best to have rudder-only models 
nose heavy for first flight...and lighten the nose weight 
after most of the other trim problems had been sorted 
out...when I built the 'Lil Esquire it was 10 years after 
my first single channel 
models...and the C/G on 

the magazine plan didn't seem right but I used it anyway...the 
brass spinner I had turned on lathe was too heavy to start with, 
and I removed it and faced some material off the back three 
time until it was 'just right'...the model could be hand launched 
with the ACE Tx sitting on the ground and let the model f/f for 
a long time...and only using the trim then to open the circle or 
move the circle further upwind...my little brother had to have 
the model when I took it to a swapmeet...it was dirty with dies-
el oil by then...Jennings Holt...
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  <<<<<<<..this was more recent at Tullahoma...

 ...took this picture 
several years ago 
at Tullahoma, 
TN...don't know 
his name...nice 
looking Corbin 
Ace, 

though..>>>>>>>>>

<<<<.this was taken at Cortland AL several years ago...

 …more from Tullahoma...>>

<<<<...Little 
Rock SMALL 
Steps event several years ago...

...this person from GA was at Tullhoma with his Laird bi-
plane...he had enlarged the model from a magazine 
plan...think he made his version 24" span...anyway, this is the 
last picture of it, because it went out of sight in a thermal not 
long after I took this picture...the model and a hawk were in 
the thermal together...both went up out of 
sight...>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

<<<<<...this was at Tullahoma several years ago...Poncelett, or 
something like that...think it was a Lympne Rally aeroplane...
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<<<...this was at Tul-
lahoma several years 
ago...

...another Poncelette at 
Tullahoma...>>>>>>>>

<<<...Tullahoma several years ago...
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Middle Wallop Sunday 30 November 2008

Very wet, very windy and very cold.  Will be known in future as the very meet!  Despite some 
of the worst weather I’ve seen at MW around 50 or so turned up to fly.  Many didn’t get their 
models out but a few did and flew in the Coupe competition.  I took more photos but alas they 
too were awful, out of focus and reflected the miserable weather.

       

                

                          
Dave Day at High Wycombe in 1960
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                                          H J Nicholls “serving” at “308” in C1960

P E Norman stuff

I’m pleased to write that the P E Norman models have now found a new home, up in Shropshire. 
I won’t say who has it all as I’ve not asked them yet if that is OK.  All were collected from Ted 
Horne’s garage and here is a photo prior to collection.

Sid Miller launching his 60” span Rohma.  From Aeromodeller front cover April 1954
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Veron Junior Combi competition 2009

Following an excellent start at MW in 2008 numbers entering diminished as weather deterior-
ated.  I know of at least 15 models having been built so will run again next year 2009 at a couple 
of the meetings starting February and March at MW.  If you want to join in but not sure what it 
is all about give me a ring or email.  If you need a plan they can be obtained from Phil Smith so 
again give me a ring or email.
The Consul is the most common of the four models to be built, as can be seen from the plan it is 
an easy build and flies quite well.  Several went OOS in 2008.

The combi plans and many others can be obtained from Phil Smith 01202 433431
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Chris Foss launching his OD Sawdust, single channel RC, 1968 
at Ripe, Deanland or whatever the name you know it as but 
Eastbourne Club site.

.

Allendale indoor meeting 9 December 2008 Bournemouth MAS

I’m lucky in that there are several indoor venues within 30 minutes drive however only one is 
purely for FF and that being just up the road at Allendale Centre in Wimborne Minster.  It’s 
always a good meeting with plenty of nattering and opportunity to buy something from 
Flitehook.  I usually include a few photos well here are loads of them. Next page.
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Nice diesels for sale by Flitehook.  
I didn’t get around to finding out what they are
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After the photo last month and line drawing this of John Taylor’s Condor Clipper I came across 
the following advert, no need to say where from.
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A neat little CL model for .8 to 1.3cc engines

From Den Saxcoburg

Members can buy direct from my shop at        www.densmodelsupplies.co.uk

Attached is a picture of a C/L whip powered BHM 
model called the Stiletto....this is designed by Frank 
Macy who knew Jim Walker...I have had a quick 
go with a much simpler whip powered model and 
was genuinely impressed...so I am going to 
investigate this bizarre branch of CL further....I 
have made contact with Frank Macy, he is a great 
guy but recovering from major heart surgery at 
present...he has promised to advise on whip power 
technique in due course....Frank has the MOST 
superb site  here:-    http://www.americanjuniorclassics.com/index.html

Middle Wallop 2009 CL and RC 

As mentioned last month it is hoped that Tony Tomlin and myself will be given permission to 
run the above at April, May and August meetings.  Hopefully permission will be granted or not 
in the near future.

Special thanks to:-

David Kinsella for generously sponsoring the conversion of plans to a digital format for 
inclusion this month and next.
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Alan Jupp for giving to me his collection of Aero Modellers and MAN’s.  The sets are not 
complete, although there are boxes of them, but just looking at a few is an “intoxicating” 
experience, not to mention highly time consuming just picking up one copy from the 40’s/50’s 
and an hour or two passes, and I’m afraid I just could not resist including a few reproductions of 
photos in this S&T.  I doubt I’ll be able to restrain myself from including more in future issues 
of S&T.  Alan also passed on to me many plans that will eventually be digitised and I will sell 
the originals on his behalf at meetings such as Middle Wallop.

In the near future I’ll be sending out a S&T special edition, which should 
prove of interest to all?  Not sure when as it is not quite finished but sooner 
rather than later.
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